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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2018 is provided to the community of James Ruse Agricultural High School as an account of the
school's operations and achievements throughout the year.

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Megan Connors

Principal

School contact details

James Ruse Agricultural High School
Felton Rd
Carlingford, 2118
www.jamesruse-h.schools.nsw.edu.au
jamesruse-h.school@det.nsw.edu.au
9871 7126

Message from the Principal

2018 has been a wonderful year of learning at James Ruse Agricultural High School . As the first year of our new school
plan we have focused on ensuring learning is differentiated for each student, building teacher capacity and developing a
culture where leadership is encouraged in all students and staff. We have reached out and connected with our
community, building on our involvement with parents, showcasing successes of our Alumni and working with universities
and other schools. As students and teachers we have advocated that the needs of gifted students be catered for and that
selective settings are necessary for this education. We have pushed each other to accept challenges, struggle and reach
for our personal best.

2018 has had many highlights; our inaugural "Illuminate" was a standout. The leadership of MDC and our Creative and
Performing Arts Faculty, the enthusiasm of so many teachers, students and the school administrative and support staff
and the amazing collaboration of so many people created a magnificent night that many of us will never forget. The
opening of the gymnasium and its constant use by so many students is an enormous achievement. Our farm is always a
special place and this year it featured as our inspiration in Year 8's literacy project, geography fieldwork, mathematics
assignments and of course our Agriculture lessons.

Our students have excelled in many pursuits – ranging from achieving a spectacular third place in the Chess Nationals,
4th place in the Australian Brain Bee competition, our fabulous musical "Little Shop of Horrors", five Olympiad medals,
nominations to Encore and OnStage, and so many sporting and leadership successes. Our 2018–2019 Prefect Body and
SRC have been impressive in everything they have achieved and watching them work so collaboratively and be so
supportive of each other has been a pleasure.

The 2018 HSC cohort were again recognised as the highest achieving school for the 23rd year. Seven students received
the highest ATAR of 99.95:

Louise Cai, Jiaying Chen, Jason Lai, Raymond Li, Phillip Liang, Janet Shin and Ivan Shen.

Raymond Li achieved 1st place in NSW in both Chemistry and Mathematics Extension 1 and Phillip Liang achieved 1st
in NSW in Mathematics Extension 2. The following students also achieved a state ranking:

Agriculture Flora Lee 4th

Agriculture Li YiWang 5th

Agriculture Terry Peng 6th

Agriculture Isabella Qiao–zhi Wang 6th
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Chemistry Raymond Kai Chun Li 1st

Chemistry Jason Lai 2nd

Chemistry Yichen Zhang 2nd

Chemistry Brian Feng 4th

Chemistry Hayes Choy 18th

Chemistry Phillip Liang 19th

Mathematics Jenson Chen Xi Xie 4th

Mathematics Extension 1 Raymond Kai Chun Li 1st

Mathematics Extension 2 Phillip Liang 1st

Mathematics Extension 2 Raymond Kai Chun Li 2nd

Mathematics Extension 2 Andrew Xu 5th

Mathematics Extension 2 Ivan Shen 7th

Modern History Esha Gupta 6th

Modern History Bill Chen 20th

Music Extension Elton Zi Xian Yang 5th

Physics Jiaying Chen 3rd

Physics Yichen Zhang 6th

Physics Phillip Liang 7th

Software Design and Development Yasiru Jayasooriya 9th

Six students were nominated for the HSC Showcases of Onstage and Encore. Congratulations to Eunice Cheng, Leona
Jiang, Brian Lei, Kevin Li, Anna Liu, Edwin Xu and Elton Yang who achieved nominations to Encore. Congratulations
also to George Lu and Aletheia Yosaviera who received an Encore nomination for their individual performances.

In reflecting on our successes over so many years, I believe there are a number of factors that have ensured our
continued growth and improvement. Most importantly our goal to ensure our vision of the development of the whole child
(ensuring academic success combines with the development of resilience, resourcefulness, critical and creative thinking,
personal and social capability and ethical and intercultural understanding) always remains our true focus in all decisions
that are made. Ensuring all students seize opportunities to become successful learners, future leaders and holistic young
people of wisdom is the foundation of our learning community. Success factors include:

Collaboratively building teacher capacity through targeted and effective professional learning. All teachers have
completed the mini certificate of gifted education, have developed skills in differentiating the curriculum and work
collaboratively to meet the needs of our highly and exceptionally gifted students.

Our teachers have developed their expertise in the delivery of effective and explicit formative assessment which has
assisted students move from Band 5 to Band 6 responses in the HSC. Each teacher analyses all results with a view to
further improvement in coming years and are able to teach skills in exam literacy relevant to their subject area.

Our proactive wellbeing curriculum (years 7–12) caters to the needs of individual students. Every person is a teacher of
wellbeing. Programs are developed for each year group to promote resilience, resourcefulness and positive mental
health. The wellbeing team works proactively to ensure all students and parents are supported and adopt a growth
mindset.

Our diverse Stage 5 curriculum; concerned with the narrowing of our HSC curriculum, we have diversified our stage 5
offerings introducing Latin, History Elective and Multi Disciplinary Communication and we have accelerated PDHPE and
Music 2. We continue to accelerate very successfully, Agriculture, Information Processes and Technology and Software,
Design and Development.
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As a school built on the goodwill of our dedicated staff we are able to offer an enormous array of extension and
enrichment extracurricular and leadership programs to allow students to develop their passions and flourish as holistic
learners.

We are dedicated to ensuring our parents are engaged, involved and committed to the ensuring our students seize the
many opportunities to give them a balanced education and allow the development of the very important soft skills. Our
involved parent bodies work with teachers and students to provide and support these opportunities. Our parents body
has worked tirelessly to assist the school improve our facilities. In the last five years we have seen the refurbishment of
three science laboratories, air conditioning of whole school and construction of our fabulous gymnasium. Four more
science laboratories are currently being refurbished.

Our support staff, sass team, farm hands and general assistants, work with dedication in the background to ensure every
student has the best learning experience possible.

Every member of our community strives to achieve their personal best, focusing on continuous improvement we are able
to achieve our collect best. We live our ASPIRE values on a daily basis.

The end of 2018 has also brought a number of staff changes. We congratulate Ms Keira Brooks on her appointment as
Head Teacher of English at Normanhurst Boys High School. In 2019 we will see Mr Graeme Widmer take on a part–time
role, looking after our technology systems and I would like to thank him for his many years of service to our school, his
dedication to Design and Technology, Sound and Lighting and his colleagues. Ms Ashlee Englefield has had a baby and
will take 2019 as a year of maternity leave. We wish Ms Amy Murphy every happiness as she takes up the challenge of
helping create a very new type of school at the Lindfield Learning Village.

On a personal note, I would like to thank every student who has allowed me to share their learning and Ruse journey
over the past 14 years. I would like to thank our parent community who I have grown to care for and appreciate very
deeply. I would like to thank the most amazing teachers and support staff of any school.

I have treasured my time at this very special school and wish James Ruse Agricultural High School continued success in
all facets of learning in the future.

Megan Connors

Principal

Message from the school community

The Community of James Ruse (CoJR) P&C is a crucial facet of the support network for the school, staff, students and
their families. As a committee, it is vital that CoJR P&C continually evolve to ensure CoJR P&C remains relevant,
responsive, inclusive and interactive to the changing needs of the community.

The first meeting of each term are forum meetings where guest speakers are invited to speak to the community. The
2018 topics included:

Term 1: 2017 HSC High Achievers with Fayanne Cui and Leon Wang

Term 2: Pathways to Overseas Studies with Ashley Wong and Mayank Gupta

Term 3: Re–Imagineering the University Experience with University of Sydney Vice Chancellor and Principal, Dr Michael
Spence

Term 4: Information on the New Senior Mathematics Syllabus with Head Teacher of Mathematics, Ms Heather Weber

CoJR P&C committee members participated on staff selection panels for the appointments of the Principal, teachers for
Maths, PDHPE and English and also SASS staff.

2018 was a very busy and successful fundraising year for the school enhanced with the introduction of an additional
Food Day event and moving the Annual Raffle into Term 2. The traditional fundraising activities still remained as fixtures
in the School Calendar. The main focus of CoJR P&C 2018 fundraising efforts was towards the refurbishment of another
4 Science Laboratories, a Prep Room and Chemical Room in Powe Block.

In Term 1, CoJR P&C supported the Ruse Amnesty International Club Multicultural Day by hosting the School's
inaugural Multicultural Food Day Event in the Quad. With one month of preparation, three parent bodies collaborated to
present eight stalls of different cuisines which included: Arabic, Australian, Chinese, Indian–Sri Lankan, Japanese,
Korean, Malaysian, and Vietnamese. The event was also supported by the School Canteen which offered Turkish
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cuisine. Each stall catered limited and smaller quantities than a regular Food Day to encourage everyone to try as many
of the different food on sale. The feedback was positive and will now be added as a permanent event to the Food Days
scheduled for 2019.

Following this in Term 2 was Korean Food Day run by the Korean Mothers' Club. With over sixty volunteers, $1 000 more
was raised than the same 2017 event.

The Annual School raffle continued its rejuvenation by moving the Raffle into Term 2. The cost of the raffle tickets
increased to $50 per booklet of 10 to be sold by each student. Twenty–two donors donated seventy–three prizes totalling
over $10 000 with a $3 500 Apple MacBook Pro as the top prize – the most expensive raffle prize ever offered in the
school raffle history. The Community raised $26 600 in the Annual Raffle – a personal best – and exceeded the 2017
Annual Raffle by more than $8 000. CoJR P&C also provided new volunteer opportunities for parents by having working
bees of volunteer parents, outside of the core committee, to assist with packaging raffle tickets into envelopes to families
and participate in the weekly tallying of raffle money.

In Term 3, Ms Connors secured the high profiled University of Sydney Vice Chancellor and Principal Dr Michael Spence
for the forum meeting. It was Dr Spence's first visit to Ruse and the community was privileged to have him personally
showcase how University of Sydney is re–imagineering the university experience for their undergraduate students.

At the end of Term 3, the School celebrated the official opening of the Gym (Multi–Purpose Learning Space) although
already operational for a year as a venue for sport classes, sport competitions and examinations. As part of the Gym
Opening ceremony, past and present P&C and subcommittee Mothers' Club members come together to witness a
seventeen–year fundraising campaign come to fruition. The Opening Ceremony was followed by the School's Inaugural
Vivid Style Illuminate event. CoJR P&C, led by its committee member Zeina Etri, supported the event by organising
volunteers the Food Stall. CoJR P&C was able to offer a new opportunity for working parents to volunteer at a night time
event which proved to be popular.

CoJR P&C continued the tradition of a Bake Day for the Term 4 Year 7 Orientation Day which not only raised funds for
the school but also allowed for a community collaboration between parents, staff and children to welcome incoming Year
7 families with the Ruse hospitality.

CoJR P&C's subcommittee, Mothers' Club, continued their fundraising schedule with events such as the Cross–Country
Drink Sales, Mothers' Club Food Day, Entertainment Book sales, and Cooking classes. Their efforts also extended to
organising and leading parent volunteer services to the library and uniform shop.

Summary of the 2018 CoJR P&C Fundraising Events

Multicultural Food Day $ 3 500 (Convenor Yvonne Lo)

Korean Food Day $ 7 500 (Convenor Catherine Jo)

Annual Raffle $ 26 600 (Convenor Yvonne Lo)

Mothers' Club Food Day $ 6 000 (Convenor Marissa Li)

Bake Day $ 3 300 (Convenor Yvonne Lo)

In 2018, CoJR P&C continued funding the annual school calendar fridge magnets, school diaries, school textbooks and
also contributed money towards the refurbishment of musical instruments to help the JRAHS Australian Cadet Unit
establish its Pipe Band.

The success of all these fundraising initiatives is testament to the commitment and co–operation between the students,
their families, both past and present, and the school staff. Through these events the community can act as role models to
each other and showcase the value of serving others through community service. We do give a heartfelt thanks to all
those who have played a part this year in these events, either through volunteering their time, offering their expertise or
gifting donations. CoJR P&C must also sincerely thank the dedicated School Executive for leading and supporting us in
all our 2018 fundraising endeavours.

2018 also marked the departure of two P&C Committee members and we thank them for their service and commitment
to CoJR P&C. Gavin Rewell was a six–year veteran CoJR P&C member having held a variety of roles as President, Vice
President, Secretary and Committee Member. His integrity, reliability, selflessness, continued support and level
headedness was much valued by the CoJR P&C. Kapila Samarasekara was the Year 7 Parent Representative who
impressed all with his generosity, enthusiasm and positive attitude in embracing all opportunities to help at Ruse events.

CoJR P&C also farewelled our Principal Ms Connors after thirteen years teaching at our school, first arriving into a new
school position as Head Teacher of Secondary Studies, then moving onto being Deputy Principal in 2008. In November
2013, she became the school's seventh principal as one of the youngest principals and also the second female principal
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to take up this position in the school's history. She also was the first James Ruse principal who did not leave the school
to retire and has taken up a position at another selective high school where Ms Connors, as a strong advocate of gifted
and talented education, will fulfil her career goal to preside over two selective schools as principal.

CoJR P&C has had the greatest honour working with Ms Connors and thank her for supporting P&C to be the strong,
united and relevant parent body to the community as it is today.As a leader Ms Connors was skilful in logistics,
organisation, management, communication, budgeting, being open to feedback, being positive but still able to execute
tough decisions. She was a multitasker who worked tirelessly for the school with her best "can–do" attitude and looked
after everyone holistically. Ms Connors' positively advocated the all–important "Education Triangle" partnership between
parents, teachers and students to support our children's learning and these values will still continue when she leaves.

However, CoJR P&C is looking forward to the appointment of the incoming eighth principal of James Ruse Agriculture
High School which will herald a new chapter in our 59 years of school history. We are confident they will bring their
passion, knowledge and experience in gifted and talented education to take our school to greater levels of high
achievement across all areas.

In 2019, CoJR P&C, in partnership with the school, as always, will continue to try our utmost best to support both
students and staff in achieving their full potential.

Gesta Non Verba

Yvonne Lo2018 CoJR P&C President

Message from the students

Prefect Report

In Term 3 of 2018, we saw the commencement of 27 new prefects as the prefect body of 2018–19, attended by students,
teachers and parents. At the induction ceremony, Kajanan Parameshwaran, the James Ruse Vice Captain in 2013–14,
provided the guest speaker's address granting insight into the responsibilities and rewards that come from seeking new
opportunities and achieving our full potential. The incoming prefect body took an oath to pledge their commitment and
received badges and blazer pockets which were presented by their parents and special guests.

The Prefect Camp, early in Term 4, was the perfect opportunity to discuss our different leadership styles and skills, but
also to brainstorm events that would be unique to our prefect body. As the school captains, it has been our absolute
pleasure to watch the prefect body adapt to different challenges as a team, build from mistakes and continue to
improve.The success of our events, from fundraisers to school–spirit events such as Chrusemas, 3–on–3 soccer, mental
health awareness day, Farmer Friday and the Colour Run largely depended on the cooperation of the school. The
prefects sincerely thank all the students, staff and executive body for wholeheartedly participating in our events.

Aisha Abdu & Jeffrey Kennedy – School Captains

SRC report

The highlights of SRC have included the running of our traditional events such as SRC Week, the SRC Dance and the
Annual Movie and Trivia Night. It was a pleasure to collaborate with other groups such as Go–Green and the Cooking
Club to provide a variety of events for the student body. The SRC also demonstrated the power of student voices in
changing school policy. The SRC reps provided suggestions for the introduction of the new school canteen, reframing of
James Ruse digital media policies, the installation of new picnic tables in the quadrangle. The highlight was the annual
SRC Week, a James Ruse tradition aimed to enhance student wellbeing. In 2018, the SRC representatives introduced
new activities including student designed t– shirts, lunchtime musical performances, World Cup Soccer Day and a
Carnival Day.

Aisha Abdu – President & Jeffrey Kennedy – Vice–President
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School background

School vision statement

James Ruse Agricultural High School seeks to provide a learning environment that both challenges and supports gifted
students to pursue excellence and develop a lifelong passion for learning; and prepares them for responsible leadership
and service to society. Our vision is to ensure the development of the whole child ensuring academic success combines
with the development of resilience, resourcefulness, critical and creative thinking, personal and social capability and
ethical and intercultural understanding. James Ruse Agricultural High School seeks to ensure all students seize
opportunities to become successful learners, future leaders, and holistic men and women of wisdom.

School context

James Ruse Agricultural High School is a selective public school that endeavours to nurture the academic, physical,
social and emotional well–being of students; instil the core values of acceptance, service, participation, integrity, respect
and endeavour (ASPIRE), and promote the importance of Agriculture in the school and the wider community. James
Ruse Agricultural High School has 841 students with 97% from non English speaking backgrounds. The school offers a
differentiated curriculum with a wide range of enrichment, extension, student leadership and extra–curricular programs
for highly gifted students. Our success across all areas of school life is recognised by our high profile in the International
Olympiad teams, a multitude of competitions, drama and musical pursuits, presence in ARTEXPRESS, OnSTAGE,
Encore, debating and public speaking awards, and zone, regional and state sporting representation. Student wellbeing
and the recognition of students as global citizens is catered for by numerous proactive welfare initiatives across all years
and a highlight has been the development of the successful High Resolves Leadership Program to complement a highly
effective and visible Prefect body and Student Representative Council.

Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework. The framework supports
public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear description of high quality practice
across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading.

Our self–assessment process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further improvements in the
delivery of education to our students.

In the first year of the 2018–2020 school plan the focus was on improving areas of weakness in the School Excellence
Framework self–assessment. Time was dedicated to reporting and improving elements of the School Excellence
Framework during executive meetings throughout the year.  The school executive reflected on the progress being made
across the school as a whole, based on the expectations identified in the Framework.

In the domain of learning, our overall assessment is excelling. Our efforts primarily focused on developing individualised
learning approaches for our highly gifted students. This extended to student wellbeing where a trial of weekly wellbeing
meetings for a specific wellbeing team was followed by a wellbeing communication meeting for all teachers. This allowed
us to discuss and implement strategies for individual students. We made further progress on embedding agriculture
across the curriculum. We have made significant improvements to the school reports to reflect changes in Stage 6
assessments.

In our assessment of the teaching domain, we decided overall that the school was sustaining and growing. Through the
formal PDP meetings, staff were encouraged to undertake professional learning which supported the school strategic
directions and the learning outcomes of gifted students including training through GERRIC . All staff were provided with
professional learning in the effective use of Scout which enhanced their ability to analyse NAPLAN and HSC data.

Our on balance evaluation of the domain of leading is sustaining and growing. A number of teams were created in order
to provide leadership opportunities for staff, reflecting the strategic directions of the school plan.  We used whole school
staff meetings to evaluate the milestones to enable improvement to be measured. The appointment of a business
manager for two days a week allowed Senior Executive on instructional leadership. The opening of the school
gymnasium has enhanced the school's physical learning spaces.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching–and–learning/school–excellence–and–accountability/sef–evidence–guide
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Strategic Direction 1

Differentiated Learning

Purpose

Effectively differentiate the curriculum, both within the classroom and in co–curricular activities, ensuring all students are
challenged and supported. Specifically targeting:

Highly and exceptionally gifted students.

Underachieving gifted students.

Adjustments for disability.

Embedding of Agriculture.

Literacy and Numeracy

Cross–curricular and STEAM priorities

Differentiated assessment

Overall summary of progress

In 2018 continued emphasis was placed on ensuring the
successful differentiation of learning, both within and outside the classroom.
Adjustments were made to all programs for both highly and exceptionally gifted
students and underachieving students, particularly those with a disability.
Emphasis was placed on embedding Agriculture across subjects, cross and co
curricular programs and we saw greater utilisation of our farm as an
educational resource. Our year 7 Creative and Critical thinking program was
again a highlight and cross curricular priorities were emphasised in our Year 8
project. In 2018 our "Illuminate" festival showcased multidisciplinary learning
and was a wonderful STEAM initiative. With the introduction of many new
syllabuses, teachers have collaboratively programmed and created formative and
summative assessment in line with NESA guidelines. HSC and NAPLAN results again
revealed value adding at an excelling level.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

 • All teaching and learning
programs differentiated to meet
the needs of all learners.

Successful evaluation of Year 7 program.

Differentiated programs.

Successful implementation of co–curricular,
enrichment and extension programs including
STEAM programs.

English support classes assist in development of
literacy goals.

Programming of new syllbuses and successful
implementation of Year 11 English, History and
Sciences.

Programming and introduction of Science
Extension.

Collaborative programming of syllbuses with Penrith
High School, MESH programs and
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

 • All teaching and learning
programs differentiated to meet
the needs of all learners.

networks.

All teachers completed mini Certificate of Gifted
Education

Successfully implementation of Illuminate –
evaluated successfully as a fabulous
inter–disciplinary, whole school creative and
STEAM project.

 • All students achieve in the top
bands of all literacy and
numeracy components of
NAPLAN (Year 9).

of  students have achieved in the top two bands of
all literacy and numeracy components of Year 9
NAPLAN

Increased number of students identified in NCDD
and Learners Profiles developed to assist student
develop their personal best and sophisticated levels
of numeracy and literacy

Teachers successfully making and recording
adjustments for students.

Peer mentoring successfully implemented in
Mathematics to asssit underachieving students
develop sophisticated numeracy skills..

Next Steps

Further development of programs to ensure differentiation for highly and exceptionally gifted students.

Better utilise Sentral for the integration of ILPs – to support individualized learning for gifted underachievers.

Update programs to ensure adjustments have been made for students with a disability.

Continue to create opportunities to the use farm across curriculum.

Review literacy and numeracy strategies across the KLAs.

As part of a review of cross curricular activities engage in discussions to provide more opportunities in STEAM projects
across the school.
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Strategic Direction 2

Explicit Teaching

Purpose

Our purpose is to ensure all teachers have the capacity to deliver a differentiated curriculum to all learners and are also
committed to identifying and implementing the most effective teaching methods to meet the needs of gifted
underachievers.

Overall summary of progress

All teachers have developed their capacity to deliver a
differentiated curriculum to all learners. Teachers have programmed and
developed assessment collaboratively within subject areas and across other
schools and networks. Teachers have participated in professional learning to educate
us on the latest research in providing gifted education. Teachers have also
developed skills in adjusting the curriculum for underachieving students and students
with a disability. Our Wellbeing team have led wellbeing meetings to promote
specific strategies to upskill all staff in effectively teaching and supporting
identified students. Improved communication at Friday meetings and increased
use of Sentral has been promoted by the Wellbeing team. Students recognised on
the NCDD register have been monitored, involved in the creation of learner
profiles and supported by the Wellbeing team. English and mathematics support
classes have been successful in building the confidence of students in
developing higher levels of sophisticated literacy and numeracy techniques. All
staff have been trained in the use of SCOUT to improve data analysis.

Produce a set of guidelines for the effective use of logging issues that are linked to underachievement.

Further develop staff understanding of NCCD requirements and skills in making and recording adjustments for students
with a disability.

Further develop strategies for differentiation through professional learning and cross faculty sharing of good practice and
resources.

Ensure that there is more regular tracking and monitoring of students on ILPs by classroom teachers.

Develop BYOD team in order to develop explicit use of technology within the classroom.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

100% of all teachers report
confidence in their capacity to
differentiate the curriculum.

Teachers have worked collaboratively to create
differentiated programs and implement new
syllabuses.

100% of teachers have completed professional
learning to develop skills in curriculum
differentiation and have completed the Mini CoGE.

Confidence??? survey

All identified underachieving
students are on Learner Profiles
and achieve their nominated
short term goals.

natalie to do this one and below – may need to
survey wellbeing team

eg

X% of students on learner profiles have
achieved 2019 goals.

All identified students on Learner Identified students on learner profiles has
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Profiles to show improvement in
learning and / or social outcomes.

increased.

Successful and increased use of sentral to record
wellbeing concerns and communicate more
effectively with all staff.

Wellbeing team working successfully with identiied
students to achieve academic, social and emotional
goals.

Utilisation of engish and maths support and
mentoring programs to improve literacy and
numeracy.

Mentoring of students to achieve increased
personali capabiltiies and social skills.

Next Steps

Continue our links with local schools and establish links with schools from which we receive more than five students.

Revisit ASPIRE values and integrate throughout the school year in order to embed them as school priorities

Ensure that there is succession planning throughout the school teaching and non–teaching staff.

Encourage aspiring leaders to take responsibility for an area of the school plan.

Continue to develop student understanding of leadership through service to the school and community.
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Strategic Direction 3

Leadership and Community

Purpose

Our purpose is to create a culture where all staff and students aim to achieve their personal best and develop the
personal capabilities and values needed for future success. We aim to engage the community in the provision of a
holistic education. We are committed to the development of instructional leadership to facilitate whole school
improvement and the growth of leadership of all staff and students.

Overall summary of progress

2018 has been highly successful in promoting connections in
our community and in ensuring all staff and students aim to achieve their
personal best, keep learning and develop leadership capacity. Ensuring our
students develop holistically remains a focus for the whole school community. A
priority in 2019 was our active participation in the development of the new
High Potential and Gifted Students policy, the provision of resources and the
sharing of our knowledge in the development of the implementation and support
documents of the new policy. We have continued our advocacy of gifted learning
in a selective setting, through our presentation at the World Gifted Conference
and media profile. All staff have participated in professional learning to
build capacity and confidence in developing instructional leadership and we
have continued to evaluate and modify our student leadership programs. Again in
2018 we built on our effective networks – selective schools, Cumberland
Community of Schools, our collaboration with Cumberland High School and
Carlingford West PS and our subject associations. We developed successful
partnerships with universities, alumni, leadership and social justice agencies.
The development of our new website and digital newsletter has improved the
effectiveness of our communication channels.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Increase in community
awareness of the importance of
striving for personal best and the
provision of a holistic education.

Succesful networks in the selective community,
subject associations, local community ( Cumberland
HS and Carlingford West PS), agricultural teachers
network have been productive.

Programs such as Year 7 and 8 cross curricualr
programs, Aspire Day (7) Urban Challenge (10),
Year 9 Duke fo Edinburgh experience, peer
mentoring, HIgh Resolves programs (7–9) and
events such as Illuminated developed the ASPIRE
values and personal capabilities of  students.

Continued development and utilisation of Alumni
connections.

Successful partnerships with Universities, Scientist
in Schools program, Department of Education and
social justice agencies.

Enhanced and effective communication with
parents – through CoJR forums, parent involvement
and sentral messaging.

Creation of a new website and digital newsletter.

Increase in the number of
leadership opportunities

Professional learning by all staff to promote
strengths based instructional leadership.
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

undertaken by staff and students.
Continued development of student leadership
programs including the introduction of a prefect
induction camp.

Successful presentation at World Gifted Conference
2018 advocating the importance of educating gifted
students

Participation in development of new HIgh Potential
and Gifted Student Policy and collaboration to
create resource materials for the new policy.

Successful accreditation of at
least one teacher at highly
accomplished or lead.

In 2019 one teacher worked diligently towards
achieving Highly Accomplished and hopefully in
2020 this goal will be achieved.

Successful promotion of staff. A number of staff have been successful in attaining
both external and internal promotion positions and
leadership roles within the school.

External promotion positions include the successful
selection by other schools of a principal and three
head teachers.

Next Steps

With the appointment of a new Principal, there will be a period of adjustment as the vision of the new Principal is aligned
with the School Plan. A continued focus on developing our staff to provide effective individualised teaching and learning
for gifted learners will be a priority. Strategies to identify underachievers as early as possible and deliver effective
wellbeing and academic programs to support them will be further developed.  We will continue to develop leadership
capacity within the staff and provide leadership opportunities for students. Furthermore working closely with the school
community especially the parent body and the alumni will be another way in which we aim to provide a holistic education
for the students at James Ruse Agricultural High School.
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Low level adjustment for disability $80 093
 • Low level adjustment for
disability ($ 80093.00)
 • Low level adjustment for
disability ($80 093.00)

All students have been identified in our NCDD
register and Learner Profiles created.

Wellbeing team have worked with students
and parents to create Leaner Profiles and
other appropriate support to assist students
meet their goals.

Creation of English support classes to assist
underachieving students have been very
successful.

Creation of student mentors to assist with
mentee program in mathematics has also
been highly successful.

Wellbeing team have managed student case
load of students with disabilities.

Socio–economic background $9705
 • Socio–economic
background ($ 9705.00)
 • Socio–economic
background ($9 705.00)

All students have been givent he opportunity
to attend all programs in the school.

Support for beginning teachers $39000 approx
 • Support for beginning
teachers ($ 39000.00)
 • Support for beginning
teachers ($39 000.00)

Beginning teachers and mentors were given
an allowance to give them time in the
timetable to develop skills and work on
accreditation.
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2015 2016 2017 2018

Boys 461 472 463 460

Girls 378 371 378 375

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

7 98.5 98.7 98.9 98.3

8 98 98.2 98.1 97.7

9 97.6 98.2 97.7 97.6

10 97.2 97.3 97.5 96.5

11 96.6 97.9 98 97.3

12 95.3 96.6 96.2 96.3

All Years 97.1 97.7 97.7 97.2

State DoE

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

7 92.7 92.8 92.7 91.8

8 90.6 90.5 90.5 89.3

9 89.3 89.1 89.1 87.7

10 87.7 87.6 87.3 86.1

11 88.2 88.2 88.2 86.6

12 89.9 90.1 90.1 89

All Years 89.7 89.7 89.6 88.4

Management of non-attendance

Attendance is monitored daily. On Sentral we use
Attendance concerns to check if particular student are
at school. An email is sent to the parent contact to
explain if a student is not present. Parents are able to
respond on line via the parent portal and explain an
absence. Each fortnight a printout is given to each
deputy who checks explained and unexplained
absences. Meetings with the student and parent, year
advisor and deputy are frequent and this personal
contact usually does help improve attendance.

Students whose attendance falls below 85% are
contacted by the year advisor or assistant year advisor.
Each deputy oversees this process and will make
phone calls on a daily basis to check on those whose
attendance is a serious concern.

The Home School Liaison Officer meets with the deputy
once per fortnight where attendance is monitored. Each
deputy uses the DEC attendance form letters to inform
parents of any attendance concerns and ask for any
explanation of an absence. The HSLO may put a
student on an AIP (Attendance Improvement Plan) with
the support of a parent and the deputy.

Post-school destinations

Proportion of
students moving
into post-school
education, training
or employment

Year 10
%

Year 11
%

Year 12
%

Seeking
Employment

0 0

Employment 0 0 0

TAFE entry 0 0 0

University Entry 0 0 100

Other 0 0 0

Unknown 0 0 0

Year 12 students undertaking vocational or trade
training

No students in Year 12, 2018 have undertaken
vocational or trade training.

Year 12 students attaining HSC or equivalent
vocational education qualification

100% of students attained their Higher School
Certificate.

Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal(s) 1

Deputy Principal(s) 2

Head Teacher(s) 9

Classroom Teacher(s) 43.1

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 0.4

Teacher Librarian 1

School Counsellor 1

School Administration and Support
Staff

12.48

Other Positions 1
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*Full Time Equivalent

We have no Aboriginal employees at James Ruse
Agricultural High School.

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 

Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 100

Postgraduate degree 55

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

In 2018 five teachers gained accreditation at the
proficient level. All teachers successfully maintained
their level of accreditation and one staff member
continued to progress towards Highly Accomplished.

Professional learning was again an important focus with
our priorities emanating from the school plan strategic
directions and specific staff identified PDP goals,
continuing to ensure that all staff were trained and
confident to deliver a differentiated curriculum, that they
understand and utilise formative assessment, share
knowledge of classroom technologies that drive critical,
creative and collaborative learning, cater to the
wellbeing requirements of students and staff be
well–equipped to plan for, program and implement new
Stage 6 syllabuses.

Financial information

Financial summary

The information provided in the financial summary
includes reporting from 1 January 2018 to 31
December 2018. 

2018 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 1,742,908

Revenue 10,643,662

Appropriation 8,685,292

Sale of Goods and Services 251,622

Grants and Contributions 1,671,970

Gain and Loss 0

Other Revenue 0

Investment Income 34,778

Expenses -10,700,210

Recurrent Expenses -10,710,666

Employee Related -7,955,059

Operating Expenses -2,755,607

Capital Expenses 10,456

Employee Related 0

Operating Expenses 10,456

SURPLUS / DEFICIT FOR THE
YEAR

-56,548

Balance Carried Forward 1,686,360

In 2018, we begun our Science Laboratory
Refurbishment where we will refurbish four laboratories,
a preparation room and a chemical store ($950000). A
large amount of funds have also been used for the
resourcing and the implementation of our six new
senior syllabuses.

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the
'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 
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2018 Actual ($)

Base Total 7,840,878

Base Per Capita 162,566

Base Location 0

Other Base 7,678,313

Equity Total 90,310

Equity Aboriginal 0

Equity Socio economic 9,705

Equity Language 511

Equity Disability 80,093

Targeted Total 0

Other Total 316,677

Grand Total 8,247,865

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

A full copy of the school's financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

School performance

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and numeracy
assessments are reported on a scale from Band 1 to
Band 10. The achievement scale represents increasing
levels of skills and understandings demonstrated in
these assessments.

From 2018 to 2020 NAPLAN is moving from a paper
test to an online test. Individual schools are migrating to
the online test, with some schools attempting NAPLAN
on paper and others online.

Results for both online and paper formats are reported
on the same NAPLAN assessment scale. Any
comparison of NAPLAN results – such as comparisons
to previous NAPLAN results or to results for students
who did the assessment in a different format – should
take into consideration the different test formats and
are discouraged during these transition years.

As shown in the graphs our area of weakness
continues to be writing in both Year 7 and 9. Our
School Plan will continue to focus on measures to
improve our students' abilities to write with purpose for
any given audience. In addition, in Year 9 we have
some students not meeting the highest bands in
grammar and punctuation, reading and spelling. These
are areas we intend to address through the review of
literacy strategies outlined in the first strategic direction

of the school plan.
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All of our students were in the top band for numeracy in
Year 7 and 9. The My School website provides detailed information

and data for national literacy and numeracy testing.

Go to http://www.myschool.edu.au to access the school
data.

James Ruse Agricultural School has no Aboriginal or
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Torres Strait Islander students

Higher School Certificate (HSC)

The performance of students in the HSC is reported in
bands ranging from Band 1 (lowest) to Band 6
(highest).
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Subject School
2018 SSSG State

School
Average

2014-
2018

Agriculture 91.1 81.8 67.1 90.4

Biology 90.4 84.6 70.7 91.9

Chemistry 90.9 82.5 71.8 90.5

Drama 88.8 77.9 74.8 88.8

Economics 87.3 84.0 74.7 85.8

English
(Advanced)

89.7 83.8 77.5 90.2

English
Extension 1

90.6 87.2 85.8 90.1

Mathematics 93.6 86.7 74.8 94.9

Mathematics
Extension 1

95.7 86.7 78.7 96.2

Mathematics
Extension 2

93.6 85.6 83.3 94.4

Modern History 90.5 85.5 69.5 89.5

Music 2 91.7 88.2 89.5 92.5

Personal
Development,
Health and
Physical
Education

89.1 83.6 69.5 89.1

Physics 89.8 80.7 70.6 90.2

Software
Design and
Development

91.1 84.9 72.9 90.7

Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

PDHPE Curriculum Evaluation

During Term 1 2018, a detailed evaluation of the
PDHPE faculty was undertaken as part of James Ruse
Agricultural High School's commitment to continuous
school improvement. The purpose of the evaluation
was to explore aspects of practice within the PDHPE
Faculty. The evaluation team included the Principal,
Deputy Principal, the Head Teacher HSIE / LOTE and
the Deputy Principal from Cumberland HS who
provided expert advice in PDHPE as a former HT
PDHPE. The HT PDHPE and Wellbeing from JRAHS
supported the evaluation through ensuring that the
preparation of the materials used were of the highest
possible standard. The domains evaluated were
Attitudes & Values and Assessment & Reporting. A
range of tools were used during this evaluation. The
tools included online surveys of parents, students and
all JRAHS PDHPE teachers. Additional tools included,
teacher interviews, classroom walkthroughs to observe
teaching practices and documentation inspection. The
number of responses to the surveys was significant and
the cooperation and positive approach by the PDHPE
faculty was highly appreciated. Below is a summary of
the demographics of responses.

Demographic Summary of all surveys:

Student Survey Years 8–10

Year 8 97 students

Student Survey (accelerated students – currently in
Year 10, 11 or 12)

PDHPE Preliminary (Year 10) 19 students 42.22%
PDHPE HSC (Year 11) 24 students 53.33%

PDHPE HSC 2016 (Year 12) 7 students 15.56%

Parent Survey: 52 responses

Teacher Survey: 6 responses

As part of the analysis, the review team looked at
student, parent and teacher surveys, the responses
provided by teachers in 'Teacher Conversations' and
the dynamics in each classroom through the use of
classroom walkthroughs. Three areas of focus
(Aspects) were used to develop an overall picture of
student, teacher and parent perceptions of PDHPE at
James Ruse Agricultural High School. These three
aspects were: teacher morale, relationships and
engagement.

Teacher Morale
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All teachers enjoyed their work as PDHPE teachers at
JRAHS and most felt valued and respected. Although
all staff felt communication was positive within the
faculty, clearer communication and clarification of all
roles and responsibilities was suggested to further
enhance teacher morale and relationships. Teachers
felt that they received adequate professional learning,
however time to collaboratively program is always
needed. 97% of students in years 8 –10 and 100% of
senior PDHPE students believed their teacher was
passionate about their subject.

Relationships

All teachers reported that they collaborated effectively
with colleagues within the PDHPE faculty and also
across the school. Communication from whole school
to faculty was mentioned as an area to improve and
reinforcement that decisions made at faculty meetings
need to be followed through. 61% of parents felt
comfortable asking their child's teacher for help and
guidance. 69% of parents believed their child's teacher
is passionate about their subject. 85% of students in
years 8–10 reported completing assessment tasks with
classmates. 96% of PASS students and 100% of senior
PDHPE students felt they worked well with their peers.
In senior PDHPE courses, 100% of students felt
comfortable asking teachers for help and guidance.

Engagement

All teachers believe their students are interested,
motivated and enjoy learning. Processes are in place to
share curriculum knowledge with early career
teachers.* All teachers actively support a wide range of
enrichment and co–curriculum programs.* All teachers
report that the acceleration of the senior PDHPE
courses has been successful.* All teachers report that
the introduction of Physical and Sport Studies has
enhanced student learning.* Continued development of
stage 4 and 5 programs is a priority.* Increased
offerings of professional learning in the area of sport
and sports coaching would be valuable to all teachers.*
67% of parents responded that their child had a
passion for PDHPE and 59% believed their child was
good at PDHPE.* Students in Years 8 –10 ranked
practical lessons, skill development, incursions and
demonstrations as their most enjoyable aspects of
PDHPE.

Assessment and ReportingIn this domain, the tools
used included documentation review, teacher
conversations, classroom walkthroughs and survey
responses from students, staff and parents. The three
areas of focus (Aspects) were used to develop an
overall picture of student, teacher and parent
perceptions of Science at James Ruse Agricultural High
School. These three aspects were:

* Student Involvement* Validity* Policy

Student Involvement

* Peer assessment strategies are used throughout
junior school and formalised in year 10 PDHPE.* 71%

of parents report that their child has received helpful
feedback on their progress in PDHPE.* 87% of
students report that they receive feedback from their
teachers.* 87% of students believe they are able to put
into practice the feedback they are given, to improve.*
54% of students enjoyed peer assessment but
comments revealed many students questioned the
validity of this form of assessment.* 100% of senior
students believed they were able to put into practice the
feedback they were given to improve.* 84% of senior
students feel prepared for examinations.

Validity
 • A variety of methods is used to give feedback to

students in PDHPE courses; including explicit,
written feedback, feedback explicit to rubrics,
constructive feedback during practical lessons,
verbal, email feedback.

 • * Feedback is delivered individually, in small
groups and at a class level.* All teachers have a
common understanding of outcomes to be
achieved.* Students in years 9–10 commented on
the need for deeper conceptual learning; as
opposed to moving very quickly through topics.

Policy

Suggestions were made by teachers to improve the
process by which assessment tasks are formulated and
evaluated. All teachers felt teacher collaboration on all
tasks was very positive. Assistance to aid early career
teachers enhance skills in assessment development
through effective mentoring suggested. All teachers
incorporated a range of informal assessment to deliver
formative assessment. Processes are in place to
develop effective assessment tasks. 58% of parents
believe that their child if prepared for exams and
assessment tasks in PDHPE; however comment on
clarity of tasks / expectations and lack of past papers
available. The majority of students report that they
receive feedback from their teachers on major pieces of
work between 2–4 weeks. Students in Years 8–10 felt
that learnt best by practising skills themselves,
watching hands–on demonstration and listening / taking
notes.

Students in years 8–10 commented on the need for
clear notification of all tasks and the need for consistent
information across classes. Students in years 8–10
commented on the need for clear, written criteria for
skills development and practical assessment. Many
students commented on the irrelevance and
problematic nature of theory half –yearly exams;
"feeling stressed and unprepared". Documentation
revealed more tasks in each semester then other
subjects across the school.

RecommendationsAttitudes and Values:

Role statements and faculty handbook / understanding
of HT role need to be developed. Role of 2IC ( a
position that might be utilised across faculties) needs to
be defined. Role of sports organise, HT, year
coordinator, integrated sport to be confirmed. Role
statements negotiated with senior executive. Clarity of
assessment procedures to be incorporated in handbook
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– flowchart in handbook, who reviews, signing off,
teachers not teaching course do not need to see task.
All staff encouraged to teach preliminary and HSC
PDHPE. Mentoring of new staff to be formalised.
Expectations on early career teachers in line with their
experience. Expectations of all staff – admin, reviewing
tasks – incorporated in faculty handbook.
Communication developed through many channels to
ensure all staff are fully aware of whole school policies,
executive meeting minutes etc. Support from outside of
PDHPE to be fostered throughout school, professional
learning re coaching, resources / sport, look at teachers
who do grade / recreation. Encourage greater
commitment. Students love PDHPE and are passionate
about it, they wish to go deeper in their learner
particularly in theory lessons. Team teaching is very
positive and should be continued.

Assessment and Reporting:

Too many assessments each semester – advise 4–5
over year. Remove have half yearly exam. All
assessment needs to be linked to outcomes.

Assessment notifications must be given out. Must be
greater consistency in the junior school.

Ratio of practical : theory lessons needs to be
reviewed. Not enough theory for syllabus requirements.
Check regulations in syllabus. Review team felt there
was an excellent variety of assessment tasks and
should be continued. Criteria for practical assessment
vague and inconsistent across teachers – needs to be
refined in policy. If having an end of year exam only
incorporate content from semester 2, other topics
/outcomes already assessed. Limit number of student
presentations or adjust tasks. Teachers need more time
to review task..

Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

This year Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
perspectives in education continued to be a focus at
James Ruse. Our NAIDOC week was launched with the
theme "because of her we can ". Messages and
posters were placed around the school. Funds were
raised to support educational programs for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander students. The NAIDOC
Assembly was celebrated with student speeches and
performances. We continued to embed Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander perspectives in our programs and
lessons and ensured it was incorporated in our cross
curricular and extra curricular programs.

Multicultural and anti-racism education

Multicultural Education and Anti–Racism are embedded
both within teaching programs and within a wide range
of co–curriculum programs and initiatives. A number of
student clubs, such as Interact, Amnesty and Social
Justice play a critical role in teaching students and
building a deep understanding of current issues in
modern Australia and a globalised world. To strengthen

this focus, a staff member was trained and began the
role of our Anti–Racism Officer. In line with our
Wellbeing, Discipline and Anti Bullying policy, students
and staff were encouraged to report and deal openly
with all forms of racism. Our parent bodies celebrated
our school's diversity with the continuation of successful
Food Days for specific ethnic communities and one
combined event bringing all our communities together.
The success of these days is not only the spectacular
food produced but more importantly the modelling of
our shared values, the observation by students of the
commitment and collaboration of their parents and the
recognition of the diversity in our community. In 2018
our Amnesty International team of students, ran a
highly successful Multicultural Day and our parents
supported by supplying a record number of diverse
food stalls.
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